Answers –establishing
1) Did you draw any trumps first ? You could draw as many as 2 trumps , specifically
the Ace and then the Q.
After that u play the Ace hrts , the K hrts, trump a heart. Now return to the K sp and
play two good hearts.
I asked “ did u draw any trumps first..?” because actually you don’t need to – for me
just as sensible a line is to win Ace clubs and play Ace hrts, then K hrts , then ruff a
heart. Then Ace sp Q sp , K sp and play 2 hearts.
But I understand some comfort is got by drawing some trumps so do that if you like.
2) (Rather than keep repeating this –you can start with the Ace then Q sp OR you
can leave drawing trumps until later. I intend to draw trumps later ).
Win K clubs ; Win Ace Hrts ;Win K Hrts; trump a heart. Go to K sp. Trump a heart.
Draw trumps ! ( Ace sp , then Q sp ). Go to Ace clubs . Play winning heart.
3) (Again I am NOT drawing trumps first BUT playing the Ace spades only would be
ok )K clubs ; Ace hrts ; K hrts ; ruff a heart. Ace sp; Q sp ; K sp; play 2 winning
hearts.
4)(You can draw the Ace spades if u want BUT any more than 1 trump will be too
many). Anyway I am not drawing trumps yet.
K clubs ; Ace hrts; K hrts; trump a heart; K sp; trump a heart; Ace sp; Ace clubs; Draw
last rump with 9 spades; play winning heart
Perhaps you are uncomfortable with not drawing trumps and /or would like to know
more about how many times trumps can be drawn .
The problem is that you don’t know how many times you will have to trump the suit
you are establishing. If you guessed correctly that you would only need to trump the
suit once then sure you can draw trumps first. If however you will need to trump the
suit a number of times you will almost certainly NOT be able to draw trumps first (
Add to that that you may need to access the dummy with a trump too ).
In general with 4 -4 or 5---3 trumps drawing 1 round of trumps works; with 5—4
trumps 2 rounds of trumps is fine ;
Anyway we will be looking more at this shortly.
5)it may look to you that responders needle is stuck on hearts and responder is
showing about 15 hearts HOWEVER that of course aint necessarily so. Responder
has transferred to spades and then is showing a long heart suit too. Responder is 5-5
in spades and hearts
6) South bids 2H. ie NO transfers in a contested auction
7) Well is partner’s 6 hrts asking for a club ? Who knows ? But the correct lead at trick
two is the K clubs REGARDLESS of what you make of partner’s S.P.S. You have to
be aware that you will never beat the contract unless partner owns the Ace clubs.
Never. Just look at those tricks dummy has. Go for the only hope and lead a club.
Maybe u will get to ruff a club yet.
8)Play the 5 hearts at trick one in less time than it takes to read this. You are
ducking/pretending/pulling a fast one/having a laugh…whatever. You are trying to
persuade the leader to lead another hearts “into” your AJ. Called a Bath Coup. Only
hope.

